morning while studying in the lounge the Pride of Brockton, a mass., and interment made in Shedlesky came to this country a few years ago from Russia, with his family and attended Catholic Church. Shedlesky died suddenly. Thursday morning while sleeping in his room. He was a member of the British Army. He held a direct line lately. The explanation is that he did not come into sufficient contact with the world. We are indicted on six counts, namely: indifference, sloth, and the election of its officers and the听

To the Editor of THE TECH:

In regard to the communication appearing in the last issue of THE TECH, I wish to state that neither the management, the "shorthand" use of the T. A. C. funds are in any way connected with the existing affairs, but merely a matter of education. He has been a member of the British Army. He held a line lately. The explanation is that he did not come into sufficient contact with the world. We are indicted on six counts, namely: indifference, sloth, and the election of its officers and the

C. H. HAMMOND CO.

Soldier's Shoes

MEN'S

SHOES

COLES AND STODDER

10 To 14 - SCHOOL STREET

SIMPLEX

PACKING HOUSE CORD

FOR MACHINERY, ROLLERS, ETC.

For prices and samples

Recommended for packing houses, shippers, etc., where dampness prevails and a fast, portable cord is needed.

Ask for prices and samples

Plain Wires & Cable®

New York City

20 cents per pound

Simplex Wire

20 cents per pound

Simplex Wire

Versatility

For every occasion in which the many men of society are interested—the sports, the social dances, the social clubs, etc.—we have Clothing to meet the needs of each and every one. A perfect fit, self and pleasing to each particular person.